INVENTORY OF TRUNK

Patterns Abound

Activity Binder

- Introduction/ Instructions
- Introduction/ Book list
- Inventory Sheet
- Where Are Patterns?
- I've Got Rhythm
- In Sequence: Patterning with Beads
- Storyboard Patterns
- Patterns with Geometric Shapes
- Quilt Block Patterns
- Consumable and Restocking List
- Patterns Abound Supplement
- Templates for Storyboard Patterns
- Everybody Do a Pattern With Me!
- Using Patterns to Boost Your Child’s Math Skills
- The Art & Craft
- Making Math Meaningful for Young Children
- The Patterns of Music
- Dolls, Blocks, and Puzzles
- The right questions at the right time
- Parent surveys
- 6 laminated activity sheets

Books

- A House is a House for Me by Mary Ann Hoberman
- A Pair of Socks by Stuart J. Murphy
- Caps for Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina
- Chicka Chicka Boom Boom by Bill Martin Jr.
- Don’t Forget the Bacon by Pat Hutchins
- Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown
- Growing Patterns: Fibonacci Numbers in Nature by Sarah C. Campbell
- Jess Bear, What Will You Wear? by Nancy White Carlstom
- Manana, Iguana by Ann Whitford Paul
- Mathcounts: Pattern by Henry Arthur Pluckrose
- *Swirl by Swirl: Spirals in Nature* by Joyce Sidman
- *The Game of Patterns* by Herve Tullet
- *The Jacket I Wear in the Snow* by Shirley Neitzel
- *Too Much Noise* by Ann McGovern
- *We’re Going on a Bear Hunt* by Michael Rosen

**Bin: Patterns with Geometric Shapes**
- 6 Geoboards
- 2 mini tubs of rubberbands

**Bin: Where Are Patterns**
- 3 magnifying loupes
- Pine cones
- Seashells
- Leaves
- Patterned materials

**Bin: Quilt Block Patterns**
- Pattern squares with Velcro on back
- 6 laminated quilt examples
- Extra Velcro pieces

**Bin: I’ve Got Rhythm**
- 9 laminated “Stomp” pieces
- 10 laminated “Clap” pieces
- 9 laminated “Snap” pieces
- 6 felt strips 3” x 24”
- 6 felt strips 3” x 12”

**Tub: In Sequence: Patterning with Beads**
- 12 Laces
- 55 wooden, shaped beads

**Loose in Bin**
- 6 felt story boards
- 10 I’ve Got Rhythm pattern cards
- Story board *Caps for Sale*
- Story board *The Jacket I Wear in the Snow*
- 20 quilt boards with Velcro